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Summary 
It is well-known that in  mechanics and f l u i d  dynamics one can 
transform or scale  one problem and i t s  s o l u t i o n  t o  c r e a t e  a whole class 
of equivalent problems  and t h e i r  solutions'']. Different problems  and 
their  solut ion behaviors  of one e q u i v a l e n t  c k s s  may look very different,  
bu t  among them there  are  propert ies  they share .  The essence of such a 
scaling is to get appropriate dimensionless parameters that  me common 
t o  them a l l .  
However, in electromagnetic (F3) theory the nature and appl i -  
ca t ion  of such a similar scaling methodL2], except for conformal mappings 
of s t a t i c  f i e l d s ,  has not been given extensive attention. Only a few 
articles have recently been devoted t o  it[31. The purpose of t h i s  work is 
t o  thoroughly investigate and develop the nature, the limitation, the 
usefulness, and the appl icat ion of such a scal ing method for EM theory by 
using differential-geometry approach. 
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We f i r s t  explore and develop the general framework of the  method 
tha t  can carry an EM problem P of complicated geometry in to  an equivalent 
problem P' of simple Cartesian or other simple geometry with its 
accmpanying  transformations for medium, geometry, source, and f i e ld .  The 
advantage of such a procedure is, hopefully, t o  make the complexities of 
the geometry and of the medium "cancel" each other i n  such a way tha t   t he  
result ing problem i s  simple and solvable. Then we obtain various condi- 
t ions and l imitations of the  method as  imposed by special choices of 
geometry, medium, and f i e l d  modes. These include  time indepencient scaling, 
orthogonal coordinates, diagonal media, and especially emphasized coaxial 
systems. 
We then present an application of t h i s   d i f f e r e n t i a l  geometry 
scaling method t o  two spec i f ic  problems. In  one a perfect matching section 
between a cy l indr ica l  and a conical coaxial waveguide is obtained by 
appropriately  loading  the  section  with inhomogeneous p and E, and 
a l l  r e l e v a n t   e l e c t r q n e t i c   q u a n t i t i e s  and geometrical boundaries are 
tabulated. I n  the other a perfect matching section between two cylindri-  
cal   coaxial  waveguides i s  found with the appropriately shaped matching 
section loaded  by inhomogeneous E, anisotropic  onductivity 2 and 
constant p.  A l l  resul ts  are  tabulated and plotted.  
FinaUy we noticed that the parallel-plate Cartesian scaled 
version of the fixed p matching may give the fixed p matchings of 
other geometrical shapes by permitting some variances in its P'+P scaling 
procedure. This aforesaid aspect,  the cri terions for a continuous  tapered 
matchiug section, and the non-orthogonal scaling which can make use of 
the Brewster angle transmission in a natural way are discussed for work of 
fu ture  in te res t ,  
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